
Allows you to select whether Single or Two drive copy will be selected at Startup. Make sure 
to Save Settings before leaving the Preferences window.



Starts Copy Machine with Single Drive Copy mode selected.    Single Drive Copy allows you to
copy one removable disk to another using a single drive.    Copy Machine automatically 
ejects or spins down an Iomega disk when a swap is required.    Other removable disks may 
need to be manually ejected.



Starts Copy Machine with Two Drive Copy mode selected.    Two Drive Copy allows you to 
copy one disk to another using two different drives on your system.    If you prefer to use a 
single drive for removable disks, you can easily switch to Single Drive Copy by clicking the 
Single Drive Copy button.



Starts Copy Machine in the appropriate mode based on the type and number of drives 
present in the system.    Copy Machine will start with Two Drive Copy selected if there are 
two or more removable drives present; otherwise, it will start with One Drive Copy selected.  
You can easily switch from one mode to the other by clicking the button for the desired 
mode.



Startup Source and Target Defaults



Your Source disk holds the data that you want to copy to a Target disk.    In this select box 
you can specify the Source disk to be displayed at startup.



Your Target disk receives the data copied from your Source disk.    In this select box you 
can specify the Target disk to be displayed at startup.



Run-time Preferences



Instructs Copy Machine to skip a file if there is already a file with the same name on the 
Target disk.



Tells Copy Machine to replace files with the same name.    When this option is selected, Copy 
Machine will not ask before copying over a file that already exists on the Target disk.



Tells Copy Machine to ask if you want to replace the file each time it tries to copy a file that 
already exists on the Target disk.



Files to Copy



Copies all the files from the Source disk to the Target disk.



Copies only those files that have changed since the last copy made to the Target disk. 

NOTE: The first copy session using Copy changed files only may take longer than 
expected.



Allows you to set personal copy choices.    Runtime options function for the present copy 
session alone.    Changes made in the Startup options function for future copy sessions if 
you Save Settings.    (Changes to Startup options do not take effect until you close and 
reopen Copy Machine.)



When this box is checked, Copy Machine will automatically spin down and eject Iomega Zip 
or Jaz disks in preparation for a disk swap during Single Drive Copy.    Conventional Bernoulli 
drives are also spun down allowing the disk to be withdrawn from the drive.    Other single, 
removable drives must be spun down manually.



When this box is checked, Copy Machine will not display a message if it finds an open file 
that it cannot copy.    Any open files will not be copied.



When this box is checked, Copy Machine saves your preference settings when you click OK.   
Note that setting changes will not be saved if you click Cancel or just close the Options 
window.



Deletes all data on the Target disk.



Allows you to append or add to the data on the Target disk.



Allows you to look at the data on the Target disk before erasing.



Looks at the Source disk file-by-file and copies each file to the Target disk. 



Takes a snapshot of the Source disk and copies it to the Target disk sector-by-sector.    The 
Source and Target disks must be the same size for Exact Image to work.    Exact Image can 
copy files of different format types because it does not look at the type of disk formatting 
(Windows/DOS, Windows 95, or Macintosh).






